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What's NewsCampus

Worldwide

Class standings in the Class of
the Year competition took a turn
as a result of couples soccer last
weekend. In the preliminaries on
Friday evening, the juniors lost
to the seniors and the freshmen
to the sophomores. The sopho
mores went on to win overall by
beating the seniors on Saturday
afternoon; The juniors beat the
freshmen in the losers' playoffs.
The positions of all four classes
in the overall competition have
changed and now are as follows:
Seniors are in first place with 425
points; Freshmen are in second
place with 400; Sophomores are
in third with 350; and Juniors are
in last place with 325.
Monday's chapel will feature
Dr. Edwin Kilbourne, Vice-Pres
ident of OMS International in
Greenwood, IN. Kilbourne, an
overseas missionary of 26 years,
is part of Taylor's second Out
reach Emphasis Weekend this
academic year. Wednesday's
chapel will be a hymn sing in cel
ebration of Thanksgiving.

Helen Woodward is displaying
her artwork through the 30th of
this month, in the Art Gallery.
She has travelled widely and re
ceived extensive instruction in
art; As well, she has won many
awards for her works in oils and
watercolors. Woodward's exhibit
consists of paintings which
range from portraits to still life.
(See article on page 6.)

Jack Anderson, writer of the
syndicated "Washington MerryGo-Round" column, spoke on
campus last Wednesday, Nov. 8.
Anderson covered a broad range
of topics concerning govern.ment, dealing largely with free
dom of the press. His
appearance on campus was
sponsored by S.G.O.
(See article on page 1.)

NOV 8
The new military government
in Iran arrested 32 former minis
ters and ciliv officials for crimes
ranging from corruption to mis
use of power.
In Barranquilla, Colombia, a
seven-story hotel collapsed kill
ing 35 people.
NOV 9
Iran's military government
arrested Amir Abass Hoveida, a
former prime minister and head
of the cabinet for 13 years.
The GOP scored well on the
state level but did not do as well
as expected in the Congressional
races.
China and the U.S. agreed to
exchange agriculture scientists,
technicians, and students begin
ning early next year.
Norman Rockwell, an artist
and illustrator who became fa
mous for his Saturday Evening
Post magazine covers, died at
the age of 84 due to a lengthy ill
ness.
NOV 13
Carter is actively working to
mend the deepening gap be
tween Sadat and Begin. The lat
est problem involve Sadat's new
demand linking the treaty with a
specific timetable for implemen
tation of self-rule for Palestini
ans on the West Bank and Gaza
Strip.
Nine more people died in Iran
as rioting broke out in the oilproducing areas.
Carter's troop withdrawal
from South Korea has been
slowed down due to Congression
al pressure.
The Postal Service's deficit
for the past year was a mere
mil.
NOV 14
A new civil-defense plan
aimed at evacuating 150 million
people from the cities before a
nuclear attack will cost up to $2
billion.
Ugandan President Idi Amin
withdrew his troops from the
area they captured in Tanzania.
Terrorists in Italy shot a re
tired health doctor 11 times in
the legs.

Taylor's basketball team
began their season with a match,
The Echo will not be pub
against Taylor alumni. Mr. Don
Odle, in his last year of coaching lished Friday, Nov 24 or Friday
the team, is forecasting a win Dec. 1.
The next issue will be pub
ning season.
lished on Friday, Dec. 8.
(See article on page 8.)
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Speakers Forum Recap

Jack Anderson Lectures
on Freedom of the Press
by Chase Nelson
Jack Anderson, Pulitzer
Prize-winning columnist whose
Washington Merry-go-round col
umn is syndicated in 970 news
papers throughout the U.S.,
spoke at Taylor on Wed, Nov 8.
The audience, consisting of both
Taylor students and members of
the community, listened to An
derson's hour and a half presen
tation and responded with a
twenty minute question and an
swer session.
Anderson lectured the crowd
on topics ranging from the ne
cessity of freedom of the press,
to a discussion of President Car
ter's religious views. He stated,
"Our founding father's didn't
trust the government, and so
they decreed, in the Constitution,
that someone should keep an eye
on the government, and they
gave us, therefore, freedom of
the press... The press should
keep an eye on those in govern
ment. The press serves as a
watchdog. The press digs out the
secrets of government and deliv
ers them to the people who own
the government the sovereigns."
Commenting on his job, he said,
"I want to know what the gov
ernment doesn't want us to
know. The government belongs
to us. We are its sovereigns."
Refering to recent decisions
by Burger's Supreme Court that
allow police to search reporter's
files for names of confidential
sources, Anderson drilled that,
"Freedom of the press means
not only freedom to print, but
freedom to gather the news. If
we can't gather it, we can't print
it. They're trying to cut off our
confidential sources so we have
to depend on government
sources."
Describing Jimmy Carter as
bright, conscientous, and a man
of basic decency, Anderson also
accused Carter of being ex
tremely unexperienced for the
job of President. Liking Jimmy
to a boyscout in Washington, he
said, "By the end of his term,
Carter may be qualified to be
President. He is not yet."
Anderson seemed concerned
about Carter's reliance on divine
inspiration instead of well re
searched advice from experts.
"Carter has told me he prays
constantlyhe asks for guidance
several times a day. And cer
tainly we need prayer in that of
fice. But I get the impression he
thinks he's getting answers. It
worries me that Carter thinks
he's got a pipeline up there."
Describing the Washington
political scene he stated, "Peo
ple will do for power what they

won't do for money."
Anderson believes that gov
ernment should be small and ac
countable to the people it serves.
Quoting Jefferson he repeated,
"If I had to choose between a
government without newspapers

and newspapers without govern
ment, I wouldn't hesitate to
choose the latter."
The staff of THE ECHO would
like to thank the SGO for a very
stimulating and informative eve
ning.

Housing for Hall
Directors Proposed
Two weeks ago, Director of ited, apartment entrances are
Service Operations, Mr. Charles poorly located, and the noise
Newman, opened and reviewed level in the dorms is readily
several construction bids. Unfor transmitted into the apartments.
tunately, the low est bid was Conditions may be tolerable for
nearly twice the target amount a single person, but they are un
Newman had budgeted. There bearable for a family.
fore, all the bids were rejected
Hence, the proposal to con
and the search for alternative struct new quarters. The new
ideas was begun.
apartments would be much larg
What is this construction that er than the existing facilities, in
Taylor University so urgently cluding at least two bedrooms, a
needs? Nothing less than entire director's office, and a large
ly new residence hall director fa room for such things as PA and
cilities for Morris, Wengatz and wing meetings. Sound control
Olson halls.
would be maximized.
The administration feels it
The entire complex would be
has a responsibility to the Taylor accessible from the dorm, but
students to employ top-notch res there would be another entrance
idence hall directors. However, from outside the dorm, used only
the problem facing Taylor has by the director and his or her
not been attracting quality per family.
sonnel; rather, the problem is
The existing apartments
one of retaining these quality 'would be stripped down and reb
hall directors for several years. uilt into regular dorm rooms, in
It is this retension problem that creasing the total dorm capacity
the University hopes to solve by on campus by at least 17 beds.
constructing new hall director The additional funds generated
living quarters.
by an extra 17 students paying
The current living areas in room and board would assist in
Morris, Wengatz and Olson, are offsetting the cost of construc
in no way conducive to family tion.
living. Actual floor space is lim

Wheels Offers
Pre-Session Trip
During next year's pre-session, a three hour history course
entitled "Lincoln Heritage
Trail," will be offerred. This
course, sponsored in part by
Wandering Wheels, will involve
bicycling through Linclon's
home territory.
The first few days of the
course will be spent on campus
and then it's off to Lincoln's
birthplace in Kentucky. From

there the group will travel
through parts of southern Indi
ana and Illinois until they reach
the Springfield-Salem area,
where Lincoln's political career
began.
This course will fulfill the
general education requirement
for history. As well, one hour of
physical education credit is pos
sible. For more information,
contact Dr. Neuhouser.
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Youth Conference Rolls

by Mike McGinnis
Although Youth Conference
'79 is five months away, the cabi. net has already begun to work on
this year's conference. Recently
the Youth Conference Cabinet
went on a retreat, held at Barbee
Christian Camp near North Web
ster, Indiana, kicking off formal
committee work for this year's
conference. The faculty advisors
for Youth Conference are Randy
Germann and Lavon Shigley.
Lavon is an Assistant Librarian
and Randy, who brought his wife
and two small daughters, is As
sistant Director of Admissions.
Dave Miles and Karen Reming
ton are this years Co-Chairman.
The core cabinet itself is com
posed of about 35 Taylor students
who serve as coordinators and
committee leaders.
On the afternoon of Oct 28, the
whole throng boarded two vans
and three cars for a 24-hour peri
od of preparation and growth.
Following a flat tire and a
stalled train, the group finally
arrived and settled into a twostory farmhouse which was to be
their "stomping ground" until
Sunday night. The evening began
outside with a weenie roast. Af
terwards, by the light of the
dying embers and the burning
marshmallows, Dr. Rediger told
about the origin of Youth Confer
ence. In the late '30's, he himself
had been a Youth Conference CoChairman along with fellow stu
dent Hazel Carruth. According
to Dr. Rediger, it all began one
Sunday night in 1934 when five
students were on their way to a
local church to conduct the eve
ning service. However, that Gos
pel team took a wrong turn and
found themselves at another
church. Accepting the situation
as an opportunity from the Lord,
the team went in and discovered
a group of high school students
meeting alone. The church had
neglected to find anyone to lead
them. The Gospel team never
got to the church where they
were expected, but that night
God spoke to those five students.
When they arrived back on cam
pus they began making plans for
a conference which would reach
out to high school students.
The conference first met in
Schreiner Auditorium, which is
now the Little Theater, but with
in a few years Youth Conference
was hosting approximately a
thousand students and could no
longer be held at that location.
Although the entire student body
at that time numbered only a
few hundred, housing for the
conferees was simple: each Tay
lor student took seven or eight
visitors into his room and hosted
them for the weekend.
The Conference was seen as a
massive outreach in which the
Taylor community as a whole
took responsibility for minister
ing to the visiting students. As
Dr. Rediger wryly observed,
Youth Conference was the one
weekend of the year when no
Taylor student would think of
leaving campus.
Many students at Taylor, as
well as from high schools, had
their lives changed during Youth

Conference and often the influ
ence of returning youth groups
resulted in church-wide revival.
The success of Youth Confer
ence, however, came only be
cause of the personal
committment of Taylor Univer
sity to Christ and to the confer
ees.
Dr. Rediger's talk set the tone
for the whole retreat. He pointed
out that the days of an effective
Youth Conference are not over.
He also pointed out the fact that
even a hard working cabinet
would not make a successful con
ference without the involvement
of the entire student body. The
group readily confessed that
Youth Conference had strayed
from its original purpose and
that many students see Youth
Conference weekend as a small
vacation away from campus.
Wasn't it understandable that in
recent years Taylor students
have been apathetic about Youth
Conference? Why spend five
months anticipating having to
wait in line for an hour to eat?
Inspired by the ease in which the
meals were handled during
Homecoming, the cabinet decid
ed to solve the dining problem at
all costs and to regain at least
some of the conference's original
goals.
That night around the campfire, nobody had any intention of
making, Youth Conference '79
anything less than a time for
lives to be changed. The facts
were plain. Lives had been
changed because of Youth Con
ference, and Taylor needed to be
reminded of that fact. The ques
tion was how could the campus
be convinced of the necessity of
becoming involved in this year's
conference? The problem was
discussed in length and ideas of
how to solve the dilema were ex
plored. Eventually, the meeting
adjorned and everyone went
back to the house in a thoughtful
state of mind.
I am not so foolish as to say
that the Youth Conference Cabi
net retreat was totally serious.
At times, it veered in the oppo
site direction. Who could forget
Bob Brummeler's single gesture
in "movie Charades" that allow
ed his team to guess "Heaven
Can Wait" in two seconds? A
new mass murder record was set
b^ Bob Weiss playing "Murder
in the Dark" and a new game
"Sardines" was Introduced. Late
that night Steve Doles began to
sing and play his guitar by the
fireplace. Jimmy Wheeler soon
joined, and though they played
through a couple dozen requests,
half a Beatles album, old Youth
Conference theme songs, and
other songs Jimmy had written,
we were in bed by 4:30 a.m.
A few hours later, the cabinet
members were "politely" awak
ened for breakfast by Randy
Germann's oldest daughter.
After a meal on the floor, Steve
Doles gave a "sermonette" on
servanthood, explaining that
those with the most authority
should be the most willing to
serve others. After some free
time which was spent either
canoe racing, playing killer cro

quet, or championship tetherball, Dave Miles gave us ai
overview of each of the commit
tee's responsibilities. Several
committees were mentioned a:
needing a large number of volun
teers including the Mailing com
mittee, the Registratio
committee, and the Accommi
dations committee. After Lavoi
Shigley led the group in a com
missioning service, we loade
the vans and returned to TaylorJ
The cabinet left with a commit-l
ment to one another and a singleminded desire to make this
year's Youth Conference a time'
for Taylor to serve high school
students in love, to glorify God
and to edify man.

Taylor Marquis in Storage
For over twelve years the
Taylor University ''Effectively
Christian" marquis served the
community in both a campus
news and humorous (sometimes
off-color) capacity. Now it is
-gone. Where did it go?
The sign was purchased origi
nally by S.G.O. and was used to
pro-vide information to the stu
dents. The responsibility for
maintaining up-to-date informa
tion had always been in the

hands of S.G.O.
Last year, John Imrie, while
serving as S.G.O. President, at
tempted to shift the responsibili
ty to S.U.B. since most of the
information on the marquis was
S.U.B.-related. S.U.B. was not
interested in maintaining the
sign, said Tom Davis, Director
of Student Activities. Davis felt
that the sign should remain the
responsibility of S.G.O.
Charles Newman, Director of

Service Operations, indicated
that one of the biggest problems
with the sign was that the mes
sages seemed to always get rear
ranged overnight. Because the
messages did not stay intact, the
sign received declining use over
the last few years.
The marquis is now in storage
on campus, and probably only a
shifting of responsibility for it
will bring its return to service.

Out o fMv Mind

Credit Where Credit Overdue
by Bob Schroeder
There are a few students at namerit, you must win your dis- (a word used much too freely
Taylor who have maintained an trict title which obviously has these days) record at home was
envyable amount of privacy and been the case for three succes- broken, Karl Smith, who graduanonimity, a commodity not eas- sive years. Taylor's Eric John- ated last May, was the low
ily salvaged with the pseudo-car- son has turned in the best round scorer for that tournament. At
ing attitude employed by many of golf of anyone at district the tough Huntington Invitationof us. How these people have match for the last two years, al, Keith Bowman led all golfers
done it is beyond me. Their ex- mind you (the title given to the with his medalist play
tracurricular performance has golfer with the best score is
This is only a SMALL compibeen nothing less than outstand- "medalist"), as Terry did the lation of golfing trivia from last
ing and yet they went completely same at last year's Hoosier- year's file Taylor is constantly
unnoticed by the picture-taking Buckeye Conference tourna- golfing up a proverbial storm,
forces of last year s ILIUM staff ment. In fact, our boys have but seldom do we hear of how
and were never acknowledged brought home the conference much force the storm contains
publically (in chapel or else- trophy seven out of the last eight because it's simply not a popular
^ 7Sk ?f th« members years. But the team's most as- spectator sport. Perhaps a story
of the 1977-78 Trojan golf team, tounding claim to fame is their 0f this sort should be rewritten
Sit back while I fill you m on won-loss record at home over a during the golf season to provide
some of the accomplishments of period of seven years; 110 WINS encouragement for those of us

^7oenarSheTn7dT Ah' ^^^t ^ The 1<>SS W3S SUf' who are cbronic-class-cutters.
does one begin. I suppose their fered last year to Marion College GET OUT THIS SPRING AND
12tn place finish at the national by one stroke in the Taylor Invi- STTPPOTIT THF POT PTPAMI
tournament in Huntsville, TX tational. Even though the perfect
was quite satisfying, let alone
Terry Schaumleffel's tie for the
8th best score of the tournament
(the top 12 finishers are desig
nated as Ail-Americans). But
The Career Development Of-November 28 in
Law
that was just the culmination of fice will be offering a film series
Writing
exploring
various
occupations
Decemher
d
a
an entire season filled with suc
Physician
cess, in fact it was the culmina and the lifestyles that are in.uecember 4-6
Veterinarian
tion of an entire season filled volved. Two similar occupations Januarv ? a
Banker
'
with success! It was also the will be combined in each presenAccounting
third time in as many years that tation and shown twice during T
Nursing
Taylor has placed in the top the week. The films will be ^anuary 9'11
Photography
twenty of America's small col shown in the Listening Lounge January 16>18
Commercial Artist
leges, finishing 15th, 12th, and on Tuesday nights from 7:30 to r
mornings anuary 23>25 Commercial Pilot
12th respectively, and it was the 8:30 and Thursday mornings
1U to
111"
Look over
over the
the „
Airline
Flight Attendant
second year in a row that one of from 10
I" 11.
IT.
Look
T-, .
.
"
Social Worker
Taylor's golfers has achieved sched u l e of occupations a n d s e t e b r u a r y 6 - 8
All-American status (Don Fai- ?side some
E for the ones"that TT. U
Law Enforcement
f ebruary 13,15
mon finished 9th two years ago). .interest you.
Education
Of course you know that in order
November 21
SalesFebrU3ry 20' 22 Civil Engineering
to qualify for the national tour-1
Retail Fashion Buying
Computer Programmer

C D Offers Film Series
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Solzhenitzyn
Harvard Address

Cont. from last week
Through intense suffering our
country has now achieved a spir
itual development of such inten
sity that the western system in
its present state of spiritual ex
haustion does not look attrac
tive. Even those characteristics
of your life which I have just
mentioned are extremely sad
dening.
A fact which cannot be dis
puted is the weakening of human
beings in the West while in the
East they are becoming firmer
and stronger. Six decades for our
people and three decades for the
people of Eastern Europe; dur
ing that time we have been
through a spriitual training far
in advance of western experi
ence. Life's complexity and mor
tal weight have produced
stronger, deeper and more inter
esting characters than those
generated by standardized west
ern well-being.
Therefore, if our society were
to be transformed into yours, it
would mean an improvement in
certain aspects, but also a
change for the worse on some
particularly significant scores.
It is true, no doubt, that a so
ciety cannot remain in an abyss
of lawlessness as you have.
After the suffering of decades
of violence and oppression, the
human soul longs for things high
er, warmer and purer than those
offered by today's mass living
habits, introduced by the revolt
ing invasion of publicity, by TV
stupor and by intolerable music.
All this is visible to observers
from all the worlds of our planet.
The western way of life is less
and less likely to become the
leading model. There are mean
ingful warnings which history
gives a threatened or perishing
society. Such are, for instance,
the decadence of art, or a lack of
great statesmen. There are open
and evident warnings, too. The
center of our democracy and of
your culture is left without elec
tric power for a few hours only,,
and all of a sudden crowds of
American citizens start looting
and creating havoc. The smooth
surface film must be very thin,
then, the social system quite un
stable and unhealthy.
But the fight for our planet,
physical and spiritual, a fight of
cosmic proportions, is not a
vague matter of the future, it has
already started. The forces of
evil have begun their decisive of
fensive, you can feel their pres
sure, and yet your screens and
publications are full of pre
scribed smiles and raised glass
es. What is the joy about?
Very well-known representa
tives of your society, such as
George Kennan, say: We cannot
apply moral criteria to politics.
Thus we mix good and evil, right

and wrong and make space for
the absolute triuph of absolute
evil in the world.
On the contrary, only moral
criteria can help the West
against communism's wellplanned world strategy. There
are no other criteria. Practical
or occasional considerations of
any kind will inevitably be swept
away by strategy. After a cer
tain level of the problem has
been reached, legalistic thinking
induces paralysis, it prevents
one from seeing the size and
meaning of events.
In spite of the abundance of
information, or maybe because
of it, the West has difficulties in
understanding reality such as it
is. There have been naive predic
tions by some American experts
who believed that Angola would
become the Soviet Union's Viet
nam or that Cuban expeditions in
Africa would best be stopped by
special U.S. courtesy to Cuba.
Kennan's advice to his own
country-to begin unilateral dis
armament-belongs to the same
category. If you only knew how
the youngest of the Moscow Old
Square officials laugh at your po
litical wizards
As to Fidel Castro, he frankly
scorns the United States, send
ing his troops to distant adven
tures from his country right next
to yours.
However, the most cruel mis
take occurred with the failure to
understand the Vietnam War.
Some people sincerely wanted
all wars to stop just as soon as
possible; others believed that
there should be room for nation
al, or communist, self-determi
nation in Vietnam, or in
Cambodia, as we see today with
particular clarity.
But members of the U.S. anti
war movement wound up being
involved in the betrayal of Far
Eastern nations, in a genocide
and in the suffering today im
posed on 30 million people there.
Do those convinced pacifists
hear the moans coming from
there? Do they understand their
responsibility today? Or do they
prefer not to hear?
The American intelligentsia
lost its nerve, and as a conse
quence therof danger has come
much closer to the United States.
But there is no awareness of this.
Your shortsighted politicains
who signed the hasty Vietnam
capitulation seemingly gave
America a carefree breathing
pause; however, a hundredfold
Vietnam now looms over you.
That small Vietnam had been
a warning and an occasion to
mobilize the nation's courage.
But if a full-fledged America suf
fered a real defeat from a small
communist half-country, how
can the West hope to stand firm
in the future?

I have had occasion already
to say that in the 20th century
western democracy has not won
any major war without help and
protection from a powerful conti
nental ally whose philosophy and
ideology it did not question.
In World War II against Hit
ler, instead of winning that war
with its own forces, which would
certainly have been sufficient,
Western democracy grew and
cultivated another enemy who
would prove worse and more
powerful yet, as Hitler never had
so many resoursces and so many
people, nor did he offer any at
tractive ideas, or have such a
large number of supporters in
the West-a potential fifth column-as the Soviet Union.
At present, some western
voices already have spoken of
obtaining protection from a third
power against aggression in the
next world conflict, if there is
one; in this case the shield would
be China. But I would not wish
such an outcome to any country
in the world.
First of all, it is again a
doomed alliance with evil; also,
it would grant the United States
a respite, but when at a later
date China with its billion people
would turn around armed with
American weapons, America it
self would fall prey to a genocide
similar to the one perpetrated in
Cambodia in our days.
And yet~no weapons, no mat
ter how powerful, can help the
West until it overcomes its loss
of willpower. I a state of psycho
logical weakness weapons be
come a burden for the
capitulating side. To defend one
self, one must also be ready to
die; there is little such readiness
in a society raised in the cult of
material well-being.
Nothing is left, then, but con
cessions, attempts to gain time
and betrayal. Thus at the shame
ful Belgrade Conference free
western diplomats in their weak
ness surrendered the line where
enslaved members of Helsinki
watchgroups are sacrificing
their lives.
Western thinking has become
conservative; the world situa
tion should stay as it is at any
cost, there should be no changes.
This debilitating dream of a sta
tus quo is the symptom of a so
ciety which has come to the end
of its development.
But one must be blind in order
not to see that oceans no longer
belong to the West, while land
under its domination keeps
shrinking. The two so-called
world wars-they were by far not
on a world scale, not yet-have
meant internal self-destruction
of the small progressive West
which has thus prepared its own
end. The next war--which does
not have to be an atomic one and

I do not believe it will-may well
bury western civilization for
ever.
Facing such a danger, with
such historical values in your
past, at such a high level of reali
zation of freedom and apparent
ly of devotion to freedom, how is
it possible to lose to such an ex
tent the will to defend oneself?
How has this unfavorable re
lation of forces come about?
How did the West decline from
its triumphal march to its pre
sent sickness? Have there been
fatal turns and losses of direc
tion in its development?
It does not seem so. The West
kept advancing socially in accor
dance with its proclaimed inten
tions, with the help of brilliant
technological progress. And all
of a sudden it found itself in its
present state of weakness. This
means that the mistake must be
at the root, at the very basis of
human thinking in the past cen
turies.
I refer to the prevailling west
ern view of the world which was
first born during the Renais
sance and found its political ex
pression from the period of the
Enlightenment. It became the
basis for government and social
science and could be defined as
rationalistic humanism or hu
manistic autonomy: the pro
claimed and enforced autonomy
of man from any higher force
above him.- It could also be
called anthropocentricity, with
man seen as the center of every
thing that exists.
The turn introduced by the
Renaissance evidently was inev
itable historically. The Middle
Ages had come to a natural end
by exhaustion, becoming an in
tolerable despotic repression of
man's physical nature in favor of
the spiritual one.
Then, however, we turned our
backs upon the Spirit and em
braced all that is material with
excessive and unwarranted zeal.
This new way of thinking, which
had imposed on us its guidance,
did not admit the existence of in
trinsic evil in man nor did it see
any higher task than the attain
ment of happiness on earth.
It based modern western civi
lization on the dangerous trend
to worship man and his material
needs. Everything beyond physi
cal well-being and accumulation
of material goods, all other
human requirements and char
acteristics or a subtler and high
er nature, were left outside the
area of attention of state and so
cial systems, as if human life did
not have any superior sense.
That provided access for evil,
of which in our days there is a
free and constant flow. Merely
freedom does not in the least
solve all the problems of human
life and it even adds a number of
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new ones.
However, in early democra
cies, as in American democracy
at the time of its birth, all indi
vidual human rights were grant
ed because man is God's
creature. That is, freedom was
given to the individual condition
ally, in the assumption of his
constant religious responsibility.
Such was the heritage of the
preceding thousand years. Two
hundred or even 50 years ago, it
would have seemed quite impos
sible, in America, that an indi
vidual could be granted
boundless freedom simply for
the satisfaction of his instincts or
whims.
Subsequently, however, all
such limitations were discarded
everywhere in the West; a total
liveration occurred from the
moral heritage of Christian cen
turies with their great reserves
of mercy and sacrifice.
As humanism in its develop
ment became more and more
materialistic, it made itself in
creasingly accessible to specula
tion and manipulation at first by
! socialism and then by commu
nism. So that Karl Marx was
able to say in 1844 that "commu
nism is naturalized humanism".
This statement turned out to
be not entirely senseless. One
does see the same stones in the
foundations of a despiritualized
humanism and of any type of so
cialism: endless materialism;
freedom from religion and reli
gious responsibility, which under
communist regimes reach the
stage of anti-religious dictator
ship; concentration on social
structures, with a seemingly sci
entific approach.
This is typical of the Enlight
enment in the 18th century and
of Marxism. Not by coincidence
all of communism's meaningless
pledges and oaths are about
Man, with a capital M, and his
earthly happiness.
At first glance it seems an
ugly parallel; common traits in
the thinking and way of life of to
day's West and today's East?
But such is the logic of materia
listic development.
We are now experiencing the
consequences of mistakes which
had not been noticed at the be
ginning of the journey. We have
placed too much hope in political
and social reforms, only to find
out that we were being deprived
of our most precious possession:
our spiritual life.
In the East, it is destroyed by
the dealings and machinations of
the ruling party. In the West,
commercial interests tend to suf
focate it. This is the real crisis.
The split in the world is less ter
rible than the similarity of the
disease plaguing its main sec-"
tions.

(
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Staff Editorial

U.S.-Iran Problems
Are Building

by Chase Nelson
Political, social, and econom
ic unrest in Iran spells trouble
for the U.S. Since last Novem
ber, violent rioting, crippling
strikes, and radical Moslems
have threatened the pro-US mon
archy lead by the 59 year old
Shah.
The Shah, whose dictatorial
efforts to push his backward na
tion into the 20th century have
created many enemies, is being
battered by both the leftists and
rightists. On the left, the Shah is
threatened by a dedicated group
of Communists, intent on ousting
the present government for a
Marxist one. On the right, zeal
ously religious Shiite Moslems,
lead by Ayatollah Khomeini, pro
test that the Shah's moderniza
tion is destroying Iran's
traditional Islamic life style.
They charge that policies such
as land reforms and emancipa
tion of women run opposite to the
teaching of the Koran, the Mos
lem "Bible." The general popu

lous, however, is revolting
mainly due to poor social condi
tions. The Shah's rapid moderni
zation was done for the people,
but unfortunately, also at the ex
pense of the people. Because of
that, the Shah's days could be
numbered.
Iran's oil wealth and strategic
location cause the U.S. to be
greatly concerned by the current
turn of events. Iran, second only
to the Saudis as a U.S. oil sup
plier, totals roughly eight per
cent of America's daily oil
imports. A change in leadership
from the pro-U.S. Shah to a more,
radical and possible pro-Russian
regime could greatly effect the
Iranian flow of oil to the U.S.
Strategically located between
the U.S.S.R. and the Persian
Gulf, where a. large supply of
U.S. oil must first travel, the po
litical future of Iran is of grave
importance to the U.S. Now Iran,
acts as a buffer against Soviet
influence and ambitions in the
Mideast and South Asia. Al

though not a member of NATO,
Iran is considered a key to the
defense of southern Europe, re
flected clearly in the large
amounts of U.S. instruments of
war which were located in Iran,
pointing north. With Afghanistan
already pro-Soviet and with Pak
istan in political turmoil, a sta
ble Iran is extremely important
for U.S. interests. If a Sovietaligned Iran were to emerge, the
Kremlin would not only have
greater access to the Mideast
and Indian ocean, but control
over both of the West's major oilsupply routes.
What if this happens? What
will the U.S. do? Probably noth
ing substantial. We are not likely
to go to war and risk "another
Vietnam" in the Iranian area.
The Soviets realize this situation
and will capitalize on it (excuse
the wording), free from fear of
U.S. intervention. How much
longer can we as a nation conti
nue this type of policy? Not as
long as we would like to think.

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
In the Nov 10, 1978 copy of
THE ECHO, a letter was written
ridiculing the SGO president,
Tim Martin, for his stand
against the advertising of Rrated movies in THE ECHO. It
was apparent that some of the
members of the Taylor commu
nity were offended by Tim Mar
tin's questioning the propriety of
the advertisements. The whole
issue of R-rated movies was at
tacked as irrelevant, and Tim
was pictured as a hypocritical
fool out to set his standards on
the lives of the whole student
body. The question is, "What
constitutes being in the world
without being of it?"
The letter showed an attitude
which is so prevalent among be
lievers today. To many, a strong
Christian is the one who can par
ticipate in the pleasures of the
world without being adversely af
fected. In other words, the Chris
tian who can play with fire
without being burned is the most
spiritual, and the one who does
not wish to test the power of the
Holy Spirit in his life is branded
as being the weaker of the two.
Are R-rated movies edifying to
the Christian? Surely there are
those which have opened the
eyes of many a Christian to the
needs of the world around him.
But, the best I think could be
said about the R-rated movies on
page 9 of THE ECHO is that they
would have no effect at all on
one's life.
The SGO minutes of Nov 10,
1978 indicated that the majority
of the students were not offended

by the advertisements. Does the
majority condoning them make
them right? No, if even one of
the Tayfor community finds
them objectionable, it is wrong
to keep them in our paper. There
is not one student on campus
who is not capable of walking
down to the desk of his or her
dorm and checking the listings in
the MARION CHRONICLE. Our
secular society has seen fit to
rate these movies as questiona
ble, and yet we have criticized
Tim Martin for bringing the
question before us. Let SGO put
out another survey, but this time
let us ask the ques tion, "Would
you be offended if we stopped ad
vertising R-rated movies?"
Michael Becker

To the Editor,
I would like to comment on a
letter in last week's paper by K.
William Rhodehammel, where
Kent found it necessary to sar
castically condemn Tim Martin]
for checking into the possible of-'
fensiveness of the R-rated movie
listings in this paper.
I personally feel that the
movie listings are a perfectly ac
ceptable student service. Howev
er, I am also aware of the fact
that some people may be offend
ed by it. We are told as Chris
tians that we are not to offend,
and this alone is sufficient
grounds for at least a prelimi
nary inquiry. Pres. Martin was
asked to check into it so he did.

He asked the Senators to ques
tion some of their constituency
as to whether they felt that the
listings were necessary, keeping
in mind the fact that there may
be those who don't look favor
ably at R-rated movies being
listed in a Christian university
newspaper. Is that so terribly
trivial? I don't think so. It cer
tainly is not deserving of the vul
gar sarcasm and accompanying
pictures in last weeks paper by
Rhodehammel. I feel that his
personal attack on Martin and
the SGO was uncalled for.
Why try so hard to embarrass
and belittle someone who was at
least trying to remain sensitive
to the beliefs and convictions of
others? Maybe it would have
been more wise to follow his ex
ample instead of throwing
stones.
Thank you,
B. Walker

Corrections
&
Amplifications
The photograph of Deb Gates
on the front page of the Nov. 10
issue of THE ECHO was mistak
enly accredited to Dan Boyd.
The picture was taken by John
Jaderholm.

Rhodehamel Clarifies
Letter to the Editor
the Church which cannot be re
Dear Editor
In a letter in the ECHO last solved. Jim Mathis spoke on this
week, I made some rather subject several weeks ago. Para
"firm" statements about the phrasing his point, he said basi
president of S.G.O., Tim Martin. cally this: "The world, those
As others made comment to me outside the church, does not care
about the letter, I became aware a bit about our theological, intel
that I had given too much credit lectual nit-picking. What it does
to the thinking capabilities of my care about is receiving our
fellow students. I was aware of help." What then are the issues,
this to a certain extent in the let the essentials which we should
ter when I told the reader,not pursue?
First, we should be aware of
Tim, "think, if you can." What
had been presented in a subtle the influence we have on the sur
message must now be spelled out rounding community. As Chris
bluntly. (By the way, I hope tians we are responsible for
those of you who enjoyed so ministering to those around us.
much seeing Tim on "trial" will We are not to close ourselves off
find it as enjoyable now that it is from the world. Our witness is
not effective by what we say that
your turn.)
It is important to realize that we do or do not do, but in what
I was not attempting to put Tim we do. I mean that our witness is
in a bad position. As a matter of not based on the fact that we do
fact, I respect Tim no less or no not dance, drink, smoke or gam
more than anyone else with ble, for those restrictions are,
whom I am only nominally ac for the most part, considered lu
quainted. Tim was cited only as dicrous by many who might be
a representative of a view with helped. Indeed, whether I am
which I took issue. The message smoking a cigarette or not is not
which I hope to convey was, sim important to the man who needs
ply stated, this: We are wasting help. What is important is that I
too much time arguing about help him. In fact, he may indeed
non-essentials.
be impressed that smoking is not
The issue of the R-rated mov an issue, is not forbidden. I do
ies is similar to other issues not mean to Say that one must
which surround us, i.e. dancing, take up smoking, or drinking, or
drinking, smoking, doctrinal dif anything else, for an ffective
ferences, and so on. We ought to witness, but there is no reason
think about these things, for it is that it should hurt. For example,
important to have proper view U. S. Lewis, a hero of many
and attitude about God; in order evangelical Christians, smoked
to love Him better which is real and enjoyed an occasional drink,
ly what being a Christian is which did not affect the profound
about. But all of us waste God's witness he gave to many people.
valuable time on these prob For most people, abstinence is a
lems.
practical matter, for health rea
How can dwelling on this sub sons or because they simply do
ject further the Kingdom of not enjoy it. I think that enjoy
God? I do not think they can. It ment is the only valid reason for
can only create differences in
Cont. on page 7.
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STEPPIN OUT
Mime and Music Theatre
Comes to Taylor

Michael Hennessy is a brilli
ant young mime artist from Min
neapolis, Minnesota. His easy
going charm and personal
warmth quickly develops a rap
port with any audience, and Mi
chael loves to get involved with
his audience! His residency
classes at various colleges and
universities have been a great
success all over the country.
Hennessy is a special sort of
mime artist. He has diverted
from the traditional school by
choosing his background in bal
let, karate, theatre, modern
dance, yoga, and gymnastics.
His style is that of the classical
mimes of Europe tradition. The
results? Truly an original,
warm, and enticing figure of art;
the art of the MICHAEL HEN
NESSY MIME AND MUSIC
THEATRE.
Hennessy's program, howev
er, does not stop in the perform
ance of mime alone. The music
of Dan Blegen and Eric Sayer
add a third dimension to Hennes
sy's creativity, resulting in an
artistic blend of music and
mime. Blegen and Sayer, profi
cient in over a dozen instruments
ranging from concertina to oboe,
accompany Michael through his
program of tragic, comic and
sensual sketches of human expe
rience. Their original composi

tions and sound effects, self
proclaimed "Classical Cartoon
Music," add a dimension that
never ceases to delight a MIME
AND MUSIC THEATRE audi
ence.
The MICHAEL HENNESSY
MIME AND MUSIC THEATRE
has performed and conducted
residencies at many colleges and
universities in over 18 states in
the past three years. Hennessy
himself has appeared in concert
with the Minnesota Orchestra,
participated in the 1974 Interna
tional Mime Festival, conducted
a summer residency program at
American University in Wash
ington, D.C. and has presented
his program for the American
Theatre Association's National
Convention. He is also the resi
dent instructor of mime at The
Guild of Performing Arts in Min
neapolis for the last three years.
The Minnesota State Arts Coun
cil has awarded Hennessy grants
to conduct numerous residencies
in Minnesota public schools.
. A MICHAEL HENNESSY
MIME AND MUSIC THEATRE
concert offers an evening of clas
sic European mime, juggling,
mask work and audience partici
pation. The sections of mime in
selence and music alone height
ens the audience appreciation of
mime and music together. The

NEW YORK TIMES describes
Hennessy as "Evocative, accom
plished, a creative talent." The
Purdue Exponent offers the
opinion that he is "a master of
expression."
Taylor will be privileged to
have Blegen and Sayer present
ing their "Classical Cartoon
Music" on Wednesday evening,
Nov 29. This performance will
take place in the Little Theater
and there will be a limited num
ber of reserved seats.
Then, on Thursday evening,
Blegen and Sayer will join Mi
chael Hennessy with his MIME
AND MUSIC THEATRE for an
exciting evening of entertain
ment in the ChapelAuditorium.
Tickets will be available after
Nov 20, for both performances.
Remember Wednesday's per
formance has limited seating, so
don't wait to buy your tickets
until the day of the concert or
you may not get them .Tickets for
Thursday's performance will be
available at the door. All tickets
are $1 with student I.D., $2 nonstudent. These events are being
co-sponsored by the Taylor Uni
versity Concert Lecture Series
and S.U.B. (Hennessy, Bregen,
and Sayer appear courtesy of
SRO Productions).

The Indy Circuit
Ransom appearing in concert
at the Adams Apple, Ft. Wayne.
Nov. 17. Call 484-6916 for more
info.
History of the Avante-Garde
Cinema a film exhibition at the
Herron Gallery, Indiana Univer
sity, Indianapolis. Programs
Nov 15, 20, and 29. All showings
held at 8 p.m., admission is free.
The Fabulous Foqrs. Clowes
Memorial Hall of Butler Univer
sity, Indianapolis. Nov 17, at 8
p.m. Call 924-1267 for ticket info.
Butler University Symphonic
Band and Wind Ensemble, Nov
19 at 3 p.m. Clowes Memorial
Hall. General Admission $2.
The Fred Waring Show, Nov
19 at 7:30 p.m. Clowes Memorial
Hall. Ticket prices, $7.50, $6.50,
$6.00, $5.50 and $4.50. Available
at Clowes box office. 924-1267.
Indianapolis Symphony Or
chestra with Joseph Kalichstein
as pianist and Jorge Mester, con
ductor. Nov 24, 25 at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets available at box office
924-1267.
Vienna Boys' Choir in concert
at Clowes Memorial Hall. Nov
26, at 2:30 p.m. Call 924-1267 for
ticket info.

Mr. Michael Hennessy, mime artist.

Weekend, Movies
Muncie

Northwest Plaza Cinema
289-7200

Delaware Cinema
284-0326

The Strand
Carlos Montoya, classical gui
284-3252
tarist in concert Nov 26, at 7:30
p.m. Clowes Memorial Hall. Call
Rivoli
924-1267 for ticket info.
288-9391
Butler University Symphony
Orchestra in concert on Nov 28,
Marion
at 8:00 p.m. Clowes Memorial
Plaza Twin
Hall. Tickets are $2 general ad
mission.
664-9840
Dubuffet Graphicsa major ex
hibition of works by the wellThe Movies
known French artist, Jean Du
664-7743
buffet. Indianapolis Museum of
Art. Opens Nov 28 thru Jan 2, Friday, Nov. 17
1979. Gallery Hours Mon. thru
8:15 p.m.
Fri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Dark At Top of Stairs Indianapolis
Phil Allen Septeta program of
Little Theatre
Glendale
jazz, swing style, original com
253-6491
9:00 p.m.
positions. Nov 26 at 3 p.m. Indi
S.U.B. "Turnabout Party
anapolis Museum of Art. Free
admission.
Student Union
Castleton
The Magnificent Amber- Saturday, Nov. 18
849-9696
sons—film, 8 p.m. Nov 17 at the
8:15 p.m.
Indianapolis Museum of Art, DeDark At Top of Stairs
849-3471
Boest Lecture Hall. Call 923-1331
Little Theatre
for further info.
Weather Report in concert.
G. King and Fellowship
Sun, Nov 19 at 8 p.m. Indiana
Chapel/Auditorium
Woodland
University at Bloomington Audi
Nov. 14-30
846-2425
torium. Tickets available at R.S.
Helen Woodward—portraits
Ayers in Indy, $6.50, $6, and
Esquire
C-T Art Gallery
$5.50.

I Midnight Express (R)
II Heroes (PG)
III Animal House (R)
A The Jungle Book (G)
One Flew Over the Cukoo's Nest (R)

B

Hot Lead and cold Feet (G)

II

On Campus
Activities

I Magic (R)
They Went That-A-Way (PG)

I

Paradise Alley (PG)
II Wild Geese (PG)

I

III

Midnight Express (R)
II Heroes (PG)
Who's Killing the Great Chefs (PG)
IV They Went That-A-Way (PG)

I

Comes A Horseman (PG)
II Hooper (PG)
III Paradise Alley (PG)
I

Animal House (R)
II Magic (R)
III A Little Night Music (PG)
IV Grease (PG)
V Heroes (PG)
VI They Went That-A-Way (PG)
A Jaws II (PG)
B Heaven Can Wait (PG)
Somebody Killed Her Husband (PG
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Come Help Us
Celebrate our
10th
November 13-22
The Party
Is On Us!

Adult Coupon

^PORTABLE 9" SHARP \
|V, Battery, or Eloctric

Cora and Rabin share a tense moment la a scene from THE DARK AT THE TOP
OF THE STAIRS, which continues tonight and tomorrow night in the Little Theatre,
8:15p.m. Pictured are Colleen
and Mark Welch.

Woodward
Art Display
Helen M. Woodward has at
tracted and won the admiration
of art critics year after year. She
has received more than 100
prizes in both oil and watercolor.
Her commissioned portraits
hang in places of honor in uni
versities and colleges in the Mid
west.
She studied at the John Herron Art Institute in Indianapolis
and later with Robert Brackman
at the Art Students League in
New York. She also studied with
Jerry Farnsworth and Eliot
O'Hara, distinguished watercolorist of Washington, D.C.
She has travelled widely in
the pursuit of her painting ca
reer: Europe, the Orient, the Baleric Isles, Mexico, England and
Ireland. Her paintings hang in
many homes coast to coast. She
is listed in the portrait files 6t
the Library of "the National Col
lection of Fine Arts and the
Smithsonian Institute Libraries
in Washington, D.C.
At present she is working on a
commission of a painting of for
mer Gov. Whitcomb, which will
hang in the Indiana State House.
Mrs. Woodward will exhibit in
the Taylor University Gallery
Nov 14-30. Her paintings will
range from portraits to still life.
A tea will be held in her honor
at the gallery on Sun afternoon
from 3:30-4:30, Nov 19th.
Friends and admirers will have
an opportunity to discuss her
work with her at this time. Art
students in Grant county area
high schools and colleges are
welcome to attend. The public in
general is invited to attend. Re
freshments will be served.
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Women's Volleyball TeamWins State I
This past weekend Taylor
hosted the big and small college
state tournament. As most of you
already know, the Trojanes took
it all without losing a match.
This was a double elimination
tournament in which Taylor
played Valparaiso, I.U.P.U.I.,
and Indiana Tech (twice) to be
come state champs. The results
of those games are as follows:
Taylor vs. Valparaiso: 15-7
and 15-9. Best all-around player
was Cleone Heebner. Top setter
was also Cleone, with 26 sets.
Top bumper was Deb Gates with
16, top spiker, Ruth Warner with
11, and top server was Brenda
Hillman, serving 12 for 8 points.
T.U. vs. I.U.P.U.I: 14-16, 1513, and 15-8. Best all-around was
again Cleone Heebner. Top set
ter was Rachel Stiver who put up
an amazing 51, top bumper,
Brenda Hillman with 38, top
spiker was again Ruth Warner,
who drilled in 22, and top server
was Rachel Stiver who put 25 in
for 16 points.
T.U. vs. Ind. Tech: 8-15,15-13,

and 15-9. Best all around was
once again Cleone Heebner, top
setter was again Rachel Stiver
with 41. Rachel also took Top
server honors by putting 16
across for 9 pts. Top spiker was
Nancy Gerent with 17, and top
bumper was Deb Gates with 29.
T.U. vs. Ind. Tech: 17-15
(final game), 15-9, and 15-12.
Best all-around was once again
Cleone Heebner. Cleone was also
top setter with 42. Deb Gates was
again top bumper with 25; Ruth
Warner was again top spiker
with 13, and top server honors
were shared by Ruth Warner,
Rachel Stiver, and Brenda Hill
man, all of which put 13 serves
across.
Winning the State Champion
ship enables the women to travel
to the Regional competition
which will be held this weekend
at Ashland college in Ashland,
Ohio. The Trojanes will play
today (Friday) at noon and
again at 3:00. The top two in that
pool go into a single elimination
Tournament which starts at 7:30

p.m. Finals will be held tomor
row at 4 p.m. Taylor's pool in
cludes Lewis College from
Chicago and Ashland College of
Ohio. The winner of the Regional
competition will go to National
Competition in Orlando, FL 2
weeks after Thanksgiving, Dec
7,8, and 9.
Congratulations go to this fine
team for their tremendous effort
last weekend. And also, a special
thanks to all of you who support
ed the Trojanes — the fans were •
great! Special recognition also
goes to Cleone Heebner who was !
the best all-around in every
game in the tournament. The
tremendous skill and strategy
exemplified by this fine athlete
was obvious throughout each
game. Ruth Warner and Rachel
Stiver are also to be comple
mented for their outstanding ef
forts. Trojanes, our thoughts will
be with you as you travel to Regionals. We are proud to have
Taylor represented by such a
fine squad of athletes! Go TRO
JANES!!

m
Deb Gates.

Photo by Dan Boyd

Food for Thought

Rhodehamel Clarifies- cont. from page 4.
these pastimes. Certainly we we can with what we are offered
arre not told in the Scriptures at Taylor. We are, after all, pre
paring ourselves for "God's
that pleasure is forbidden!
tor week of Nov. 20-22
French Fries, Green Beans, Cheedared Car
Second, we should concern work." (I only wish I had come
rots, French Onion Soup, Salad Bar, DIN
ourselves with making the best to this conclusion sooner.) Each
NER: BBO Chicken, GrOad Pork Steak,
Augrautin Potatoes, Whipped Potatoes w/
of
us
has
the
opportunity
to
excel
of Taylor and the time we spend
MONDAY gravy, Brussd Sprouts, Spiced German
here. Taylor, as an institution, in our own areas, be it sports,
Apples, Salad Bar, Assorted Desserts
BREAKFAST:
Fried
Eggs,
Canadian
Bacon,
music,
drama,
business,
re
has areas which need to be im
Buttered Toast w/Jelly, Fruits, Juices, Pasproved. There are departments search or whatever. The point is
trys, Oatmeal; LUNCH: Super Dog with
which need to review their phi that we too often concern our
Cheese, RavioB, Tri-Taters, Mixed Veget
ables, Hominy, Clam Chowder, Salad Bar, WEDNESDAY losophies. There are faculty, selves with unimportant ideas,
WTUC - The Taylor Radio DINNER: Swiss Style Veal, Hun^rian Beef BREAKFAST: Scrambled Eggs w/Bacon
staff, and administrative person practices, and circumstances.
Buttered Noodles, Whipped Pota
nel who do not meet the expecta Not all of us are called to be Station is in need of ANYONE Goulash,
toes w/Gravy, Lima Beans, Com, Salad Bar Bits, Sausage Patties, Biscuits & Honey,
with
past
radio
experience.
The
Pastrys, Fruits, Juices, Ralston; LUNCH:
scholars,
that
is
clear,
but
we
tions of the students, and we are
French Dip Sandwich, Chicken Drummers,
of prime importance for the uni are called to seek the utmost po station, equipment-wise, is al TUESDAY Whipped Potatoes w/Gravy, Potato Chips,
most
ready
to
go,
but
without
the
tential
of
our
capabilities.
versity, are we not, who must be
Oranged Glazed Beets,Japanese Vegetables
Our house has a firm founda people to run it this station will BREAKFAST: Buttermilk Hot Cakes, Vegetable Beef Soup, Salad Bar; DINNER:
replaced. These are examples of
Smokie
Link
Sausage,
Pastrys,
Fruits,
Juices,
the essentials which I feel that tion, but if we built it of straw, it never get on the air. Desperately Cream of Wheat; LUNCH: Hamburger Pot Roast, Veal Fricassee w/Dumplings,
Buttered Noodes, Whipped Potatoes w/
S.G.O., and the ECHO for that' will easily blow away or be con needed is a person with enough Quarter Pounder w/Cheese,Baked Lasagna, Gravy
EscaOopped Com, Apple Rings, Salad
experience
to
take
the
job
of
sta
sumed
by
fire.
Let
us,
then,
build
matter, should concern them
manager.
If
you
are
inter
tion
selves. This was the intention of a house of stone, which stands
my letter. Wengatz bridges, fire firm and weathers the raaging ested and have not done so
STUDENTS YOU ARE A SELECT RISK!
regulations, R-rated movies, and tempest around us. This is the already, please contact John
Security are importan consider Essential thing. This is our duty: Imrie at 998-7891 or ext. 430
I M S U " *"N C
f £t * * * 3 7 . 0 » ,
ations, but not essential. The to God, to mankind, and to our (SGO office).
UFE INSURANCE FOR $23.5%J
radio station and the library selves.
K. William Rhodehamel
hours were, in my estimate,
laudable endeavors, for they
Both include waiver of Premium aad Guaranteed Insurability^
sought to improve the education
JENSEN INSURANCE AGENCY
al opportunities available to stu
Say Good-bye with
dents.
Gordon S. Jensen
Helen F. Jensen
Joe W. Romine
On the personal level, it is
a
dozen
carnations^
paramount that we do the best
Absolutely No Pressure, ask any Taylor people about us.

WANTED

UPLAND EVANGELICAL
MENNONITE CHURCH

998-7620

Before you get away for Thanksgiving break
let her know you'll be thinking of her.

Sunday Morning Worship
Services:
8:30

November's shake of the month is

$5.00 a dozen
45* each

PUMPKIN

9:46
11:00

"tin©

"A lesson in Stewardship"

Sunday School:
9:45
Evening Service:
6:00
Communion Service

The bus will run Sunday

998-7121

lla©i
©reetufcry
"floral

E. Berry St
Upland

VI

With this coupon you save

998-7142

15C

caws (Hi Mil Mrtftf* 75* skate

IVANHOES ICE CREAM AND SANDWICH SHOPPE:
|[^

UPLAND

|
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Odle Gives Forecast for Basketball Season
by Tammy Miner
Winning the conference, get
ting into a playoff spot, and win
ning as many games as possible
are some of the goals for the
1978-79 Taylor Basketball team.
The main goal as quoted by
Coach Odle, "is the emphasis on
relationships." He feels that it is
"really super-important to es
tablish good relationships with
one another." The team is trying
to establish good Christian fel
lowship that will bring them to
gether.
When asked about the Taylor
University student support,
Coach Odle has nothing but high
Praise. He felt that the support
was the best of any school in the
conference.
On the subject of Christian
basketball versus secular bas
ketball, Coach Odle feels the dif
ferences are evident on and off
the court, mainly in the matter
of control. In all his years at
Taylor, Coach Odle has only re
ceived one technical foul. Coach
Odle said, "I think it is impor
tant to lead an examplefiable
life." He feels that even though

technical fouls and complaining
are a part of basketball, it really
doesn't have to be.
Coach Odle feels that Taylor
basketball compares well with
other Christian schools. It is
stated in the policies of Taylor
and the rules of the conference
that there will be no athletic
scholarships given. He stated,
"It all boils down to recruiting."
Taylor receives the least amount
of financial aid for their athletes.
Although Coach Odle has an
nounced his retirement, he is
reved up for the season ahead.
He is looking forward with antic
ipation and hoping for a year
they can look back on and be
proud of. But he stated that he's
never had a bad year at Taylor.
He contributes this to the kind of
young men he has worked with
over the years, and the experi
ences he has received from ath
letics.
Responding to what basket
ball has meant to him, Odle
stated, "It has been a way of
life!" In addition to 37 years of
coaching, he had summer bas
ketball camps here at Taylor. He

has taken teams to the Orient for
12 years, and conducted basket
ball clinics all over the world. He
has coached an Olympic team
and had his son play under him
at Taylor. His life has been in
volved with basketball for 50
years. "I don't know how it is
going to be when I leave, but I
feel it is time for me to." "I feel
God has made it clear; He's
called and led me into this work,
and now I feel that He is leading
me out of it."
The outlook of the team this
year could be summed up in a
question mark. Basketball prac
tice has been going full speed
and it has some unusual flavor.
Out of Taylor's first eleven play
ers of last year only four are on
the floor at the present time, be
cause two are practicing foot
ball, Tim Dreyer and Rob
Staley. These two boys were
starters most of last year and
are two of Taylor's best rebounders along with senior, Gregg
Taylor. Gone is All-Conference,
All-District player, Phil Price,
along with Rick Seaman, a very
talented guard and Mike Ayers

and A1 Lettlnga.
This leaves Taylor's leading
scorer of the past two years, an
All Conference guard, Greg
Jones. Steve Brooks, swing man
last year, who played in most of
the games, is making his bid for
a starting berth. Dave Chivington, Dave Hicks, John Limp,
Phil Friesen, Jim Stimmel, and
Phil Yutzy form the utility men.
A bright spot and a newcomer is
James Freshwater, who played
at Marion High School and then
at Montreat-Anderson Junior
College in North Carolina.
Freshwater looks like a cinch for
a starting position as guard and
will contribute greatly to Tay
lor's cause. Todd Thalls, of New
Castle, is making a bid for a
starting spot, along with Jodan
Price, another Marion High
School graduate. The three
freshmen to be noted: Tallest is
Tim Edstrom, 6'6" center from
Deerfield, Illinois; Brent Beckman, from Newaygo, Michigan,
their leading scorer for three

Gridders Finish Season
a separated shoulder early in the tion following a Taylor punt or
by Brian Eavey
Taylor finished out its football first half, and Jim Long had a turnover. Ernie Bradley played
season last Saturday with a 21-6 knee injury. (Long underwent an excellent game, making key
tackles on Anderson seeps and
loss to Anderson, at Anderson.
surgery last Sunday morning.)
Despite scoring first, Taylor
The defense of Taylor once drives.
The loss dropped Taylor to
was unable to capitalize on seve again rose up to Anderson's of
ral strong offensive drives. Pen fense by keeping the opposition second to last in conference with
alties and mistakes again hurt from any "decent" drives. An a 2-6 record. The victory for An
the Trojan offense. Taylor fum derson scored three touchdowns derson gave the school a season
bled the ball once, and threw after receiving good field posi record of 5-4.
four key interceptions at the end
of sustained drives.
Once again Taylor had a num
ber of injuries which swelled the
ranks of key Trojan players hurt
. . . someday when you are married,
over the season to 18. Pete Snyd
you will need the protection only life insurance can
er played the whole, or most of,
provide. Your present age makes premium rates
the game with a separated shoul
reasonably priced low.
der. Brad Buroker also suffered

Students

UPLAND LAUNDERAMA
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LOY FISEL, CLU
New York Life insurance Company
2424 Fairfield
Fort Wayne, IN 46807
1-219-456-1281

DRY CLEANERS
120 E. Berry St., Upland

UPLAND
/D

STANDARD
SERVICE

Has listening to the same music been getting you down?

Well, breaking records isn't the answer to your
problem.

years and the first player in
their high school to score a thou
sand points; Jeff Dusek, a little
5'6" guard from Wheaton North
is showing a lot of class and is
proving that there is still a place
in the game for a little man.
Dave Close is 6'4" forward and
rounds out the top nineteen play
ers. One of the players Coach
Odle was counting on was 6'4"
Steve Gabrielson, who has had to
drop out because of mononucleo
sis. Staley injured a knee in foot
ball and the loss of these two
prize rebounders is bound to
cause a problem under the
boards.
In addition to their regular
schedule, the team plans to trav
el to the Wheaton tournament
during Thanksgiving break.
They also have a tourney at
Trinity right after final exams.
During the last weekend of
Christmas break, the team will
be playing at a tourney in Chat
tanooga, Tennessee.

YOU ARE INVITED
Lloyds Flowers and Gifts invites you
to their 1978 Christmas open house.
Bring your family and friends.
Sunday, November 19
12:00-6:00p.m.
Lloyd's Flowers and Gifts

v

703 N. Baldwin Avenue
Marion, IN

INCREDIBLE
INTEREST
FOR YOUR SAVINGS.
Your savings earn incredible interest with any
of Rural's six sensational certificates! Select
from long-term, short-term or medium-term
plans and deposit only $1,000 for the
highest-earning certificates around.

Term
1 year
2 years
30 months
4 years
6 years
8 years

Rate
6V2%
61/2%
6%%
7V2%
7%%
8%

Federal regulations require a substantial
interest penalty for early withdrawal on time deposits.

For a change of pace, check out the
ONE WAY BOOK STORE in Hartford

Quality Products - Expert Repair
24 hour Wrecker Service

City — where you can plug your ears into
something new.

Rural Loan & Savings Association
You've Got Us Where You Want Us
Upland

809 S. Main Street, Upland
L
998-7793

121 South High Street
Hartford City, IN

Upland Shopping Plaza
Grant County
998-2731

Member FSLIC

